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Measurements are more than simple operational steps. 
Measurements require theory, up to the point that the 
interpretation of a certain reading of a scale is the last 
step of a very complicated theoretical chain of 
arguments.



Measuring very long, „normal“, and very short periods 
of time
age of very old material, 109 years
how? theory?
U238 with half life of 109 years
theory of radioactive decay
everyday events, seconds
pendulum, Galilei‘s mechanics
ultrashort events, 10-20 seconds
particle physics



the act of measurement

ends in reading a scale
could only be interpreted by a theory



how to measure temperature?

we have instruments
why do they measure „temperature“?
p*V = n*k*T
thermometer: Temperature proportional to Volume
how to measure really cold or really very hot stuff?



measurement and theory

without a theory we are unable to measure



experimentum crusis: measuring the ether

speed of starlight when approaching, sliding by or 
fleeing the light source?



The Michelson-Morley experiment 1887





the result

null
no difference observable
speed of light always the same, approaching or fleeing 
the light source



the consequence

special theory of relativity, Einstein 1905
speed of light is a universal constant, independent from 
the motion of the observer



consequences

new theory of space and time
time dilatation
length contraction
no simultaneity
four dimensions of space-time 



measuring with a light clock (Feynman)

speed of light is 
unchanged, the path 
between reflection 
therefore must be 
longer, the ticks 
slower: time dilatation!



measurements trigger theory



It‘s always nice to be lucky: an anecdote

Helium at ultra low temperatures
the lonelyness of a graduate student: me
theorists meet experimentalists



a double publication



„Recent calculations by Schopohl, Warnke, and Tewordt 
have shown that the nonlinearity arises from a distortion 

of the B-phase energy gap.“



It took theory to believe in measurement



Now: Big Science



CERN



The quest for the Higgs Boson



The Higgs Boson



Some new physics at CERN



seeing is calculating

Algorithmic selection precedes measurement
Computer simulations enable measurements



Selection

the amount of data obtained by the LHC experiments is 
much too big to be processed
only 1/1000 is kept, the rest thrown away by algorithms
Skimming: Only events that are interesting are kept.
Trimming: Removal of data
Thinning: Removal of individual objects
Slimming: Removal of parts of an object



Supporting High-Performance I/O at the Petascale:
The Event Data Store for ATLAS at the LHC, Peter van Gemmeren & David Malon



How would a Higgs Boson show up?

We would never see it directly
The Higgs only lives for 10-22 seconds
We could only measure the effects of its existence at 
the end of a chain of events



simulation of the existence of a Higgs Boson



looking for events that look similar



what scale to read?

Multi-τ signatures at the LHC in the two Higgs doublet model
Shinya Kanemura, Koji Tsumura, and Hiroshi Yokoya



what is the connection between theory, measurement, 
and simulation?



the classical point of view of a Noble Price winner
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Is this the case?

guess -> experiment that causal?
„directly compare to“ ??
much more complicated
circular process
theory, experiment & simulation deeply intertwingled



measuring is very much knowing



fin!




